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2005 年国家统计局历时 4个月，共发放问卷 30 万份，收到有效问卷 263584
份，支出人工费用 600 万元，进行了一项大规模调查，将中产阶层量化为年收入































It is a bran-new and hot question for discussion concerning the research of 
middle class.The chinese scholars research about it is still weaker than that of western 
scholars.The scholars identifies middle class with middle bourgeoisie,middle-level 
class,middle-level bourgeoisie and middle-income group.  
National Bureau of Statistics, granting 300,000 questionnaires,who spends four 
months on investigation of the middle class,including 263,584 valid copy, quantifies for 
the first time the middle class as the groups from 60 thousand to 500 thousand average 
annual income.( 3 persons per a family). The dissertation discusses the origin,the 
development and status quo of the contemporary middle class from defining the middle 
class.Then it continues to discuss the function of the middle class in contemporary 
society.Eventually,it probes into the reasons of the absence of the middle class in our 
country,and proposes the detailed measures of expension,cultivation of the middle class.  
The dissertation is divided four parts: 
Part 1, It is the scope,form and development of the middle class. It classifies and  
defines the middle class,analysizing the quantitative standard of the middle 
class,reviewing simultaneously history of develpoment of the middle class in our 
country. 
Part 2, It analysizes particularly the internal structure of the middle class through 
the traits and composing of the middle class. 
Part 3,it discusses primarily the function of the middle class which acts as 
footstone of the stability in society.The middle class is impetus of consumption,and 
pushes the construction of socialist democratic politics. 
Part 4,it discusses how to cultivate and expand the scope of the middle 
class,probing to the reasons of the absence of the middle class,and studies the methods 
of cultivation and expansion of the middle class. 
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况所作的预测并与中产阶层在整个 20 世纪中的发展实态相吻合。 
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